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ABSTRACT 

 

The easiest way to separate each other's identity in the face. Face recognition is a personal 

identification system that uses the individual's personal characteristics to identify the 

person's identity. The human face recognition system is fundamentally in two stages, such 

as facial detection, where this process is performed very quickly in humans, beyond the 

conditions in which the objects are located at short distances, the next is the role, which 

identifies the person face. The stage is then developed as a model of replication and facial 

recognition models as well as developed by one of the many advanced research biometrics 

technologies and expertise. There are two types of methods that are now popular with 

advanced face detection patterns, such as eigen faces and fishing methods. For facial 

recognition, the eigenface system is based on face-level space reduction using Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) for facial features. Using Eigen's face, the main purpose of 

using the PCA to detect facial identification (face space) was to detect the highest eigen 

value associated with the image. Human Face Recognition Using Image Processing of this 

project with face recognition. The requirements elements of this project are OpenCV and 

python. For this project we use some keywords such as face recognition, Eigen face, PCA, 

python, OpenCV. For the extension, there are a large number of applications from this 

facial recognition project, this project can be extended that different parts and sizes can be 

detected in different parts of the face. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Recognition of human face is a part of biometrics field. Biometrics is a computer's ability 

to recognize a human through a unique physical feature. Face recognition provides the 

ability to identify humans with computer facial features. Today, biometrics is one of the 

fastest growing fields of advanced technology. Predictions which indicate a biometric 

explosion in the next century, for detection and unauthorized access and authentication on 

networks, databases and facilities. 

 

Human face recognition using image processing is a process that takes a picture or a video 

of a human face and compares it to other images in a database. Composition, shape and 

ratio are compared when in face recognition steps. The distance between the contact, eye, 

nose, mouth, optical socket, comparisons compared to the face, nose and eye position. 

 

 

1.2 Motivation  
 

In the modern networked world, the need to maintain our information or physical assets is 

becoming increasingly important and increasingly difficult both. Crime rates in our 

countries like Bangladesh are increasing day by day. There is no automated system that 

can track the person's activity. If we are able to automatically detect the identity of the 

person's face, then we can easily find the criminal by recognizing the face which is saved 

in database. So, we decided to recognize a human face using the image processing 

technique. We are interested in this project after we went through a few papers in this 

region. The papers were published according to the system creation system and the system 

for creating accurate and reliable human face detection systems. 

 

As a result, we are very excited for a system development that recognizes the face and 

tracks a person's activity. 
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1.3 Objectives 
 

Facial recognition is widely used due to its advantage. The benefits of the facial recognition 

system are that it is not interference, and it can be done even from a distant distance, even 

the person will be aware that he is scanning. Such things are needed in the case of banks 

or government offices etc. And it will make facial recognition systems better than other 

biometric strategies, so they wanted to be used for surveillance for criminals, suspected 

terrorists, or looking for missing children. 

 

 To develop a facial recognition system.  

 To find a face in a big database of faces. In this approach the system returns a 

possible face from the database. 

 To use for identifying a person on the spot and use it for access in different place. 

 

Human face recognition program, when using different images, the individual must be 

taken with different angles and different facial expressions. During verification and 

identification, the matter stood in front of the camera for a few seconds and then compared 

with the previous recorded image. 

 

 

1.4 Expected Outcome 
 

The use of face recognition for human identification is most beneficial for identification 

purposes, because it is easy to recognize someone's face, and because of the reason a mask 

can disguise using it. The environment is considered to be a speed motion and the camera 

is focused on the subject as well. 

 

 The system can be used to recognize someone face.  

 The system can be used in mini-marts, shopping center to view security of the 

customers to enhance the business.  
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 The system can be installed at busy places like airport, railway station or bus station 

for detecting human faces. If there are any faces that appeared suspicious, the 

system might set an internal alarm.  

 The system can also be used for educational purpose such as an attendance system. 

 This system can be used for identification in criminal suspects during interrogation. 

 This system can help emotions related to improving the processing of emotional 

information-research people. 

 

Facial recognition, when it is used in combination with another biometric methods, can 

improve verification with identification results dramatically. 

 

 

1.5 Report Layout 
 

Chapter 1: Introduction  
 

In this chapter we have discussed about the introduction, motivation of the work, objectives 

and expected outcome of the research work and the report layout. 

  

Chapter 2: Background  
 

We discussed about the background circumstances of our work. We also delivered the 

literature review, comparative studies, scope of the problem and challenges of the system.  

 

Chapter 3: Research Methodology  
 

This chapter is all about the procedure used to build the system. This section has the 

methods and steps of the proposed system.  

 

Chapter 4: Design Specification 
 

In this chapter, all graphical interface has shown and display the system design.  
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Chapter 5: Implementation and Testing  
 

In this chapter all the experimental result that has been achieved by the proposed system is 

discussed along with the performance analysis and a summary of the result is covered.  

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Scope 
 

This chapter contains the conclusion part and the ideas of implication of further study on 

this topic. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

                                               BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

Human face recognition system is a desktop-based application and the developers have 

developed it by using OpenCV and python programming language. This application is used 

to detect or identify human faces and it is used for different purposes. 

 

Facial recognition system human facial features like the mouth, nose, ear and eyes in a full-

frontal face image. In our project, we use OpenCV for facial recognition. OpenCV (Open 

Source Computer Vision Library) which is open source and anyone can use this library for 

freely. OpenCV has C++, Python and Java interfaces which supports Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS, iOS and Android. OpenCV was designed for computational efficiency with a 

strong focus for real-time applications.  

 

In our project when a human will come in front of the camera, it automatically captures the 

human full- frontal face with different features such as nose, eyes etc. Capture image will 

be stored in the database and when we will search the image it will be recognized from the 

database. 

 

 

2.2 Literature Review 

 

Some algorithms and facial recognition techniques have been developed by past 

researchers. This section is discussed briefly. 

 

The number of current facial recognition algorithms uses face presentations provided by 

incomplete statistical methods. In paper [1] Generally, these methods find a set of base 

images and describe faces as linear coordinates of those images. Principal component 

analysis (PCA) is one of the popular examples of such methods.  
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In paper [7] The foundation image obtained by the PCA depends solely on the pairwise 

relationship between pixels in the image database. An obligation to acknowledge the 

human face, in which pixels may include important information about high quality, it 

indicates that the image of this high-quality statistic can be more accurately identified by 

sensitivity. Paper [11] Independent Component Analysis (ICA), PCA is a generalization, 

which is one of the methods. 

 

In paper [2] Eigenspace-based face detection is integrated into the most successful method 

for computational recognition of the face of digital images. Beginning with the eigen faces-

algorithm, different eigenspace-based methods are supported to detect the face. 

 

Paper [5] They vary mostly in the such kind of projection method used (standard, 

differential or kernel eigenspace) in the projection algorithm devoted, in the use of natural 

or differential images before/after projection, and in the similarity matching standard or 

classification method devoted. The aim of this paper is to represent an independent 

comparative study among some of the main eigenspace-based approaches.  

 

We believe that conducting independent research is relevant because comparisons are 

usually performed by implementing the research method [10] which offers each method, 

which does not consider the whole uniform conditions for algorithms. Often, instead of 

comparing the approach, a contest takes place in the competition team skills. 

 

In paper [7] In this study, theoretical aspects and simulators perform databases and Yale 

Faces database with databases, various classes and various images and FERETs, multiple 

classes in the class and various images with different images. 

 

Paper [11] Do not use both PCA and ICA mouth class information. Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA), which absorbs class information, finds an ancient way of presenting 

vector space. It manages the private face, but recognizes the face of the same person [4]. 

 

The LDA searches for vectors in underline space [9] which is the best disparity between 

classes. For all samples of all classes, two methods are defined. 
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2.3 Comparative Studies 

 

Face recognition images are separated into two classes in Windows; Contains one face 

(background training). It is difficult because even though there is generality in the mouth, 

it can change in most cases according to age, skin color and facial expression. The problem 

is more complex by lighting conditions, image quality and geometries, and the possibility 

of partial confusion and disguise. Therefore, a standard face identifier will be able to detect 

any face availability under any set of light conditions by a sponsored source. 

 

The purpose of the face detection can be broken in two steps. The first step is a classified 

objective that indicates whether the intentional image is binary value of yes or no as input 

and output, indicating that there is no face present in the picture. The second step is the 

purpose of the localization of the membrane, which aims to take an image as an importation 

and to take the position of the position of position like some cabbage box with the position 

of any face or face (x, y, width, height). 

 

 

2.4 Scope of The Problem 
 

The following table shows the expected work of the work to accomplish the necessary 

results. 

 

Time scheduling:   

Analysis 2 Month 

Design of the system 1 Month 

Coding 3 Months 

Testing and Implementing 2 Weeks 

Total 6 Months and 14 days 

 

So, at this time we completed the whole work. But that actually took more time to complete 

each task in many situations. In the end we completed our project with time but not the 

goal. 
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2.5 Challenges 

 

Our project "Human Face Recognition Using Image Processing" will be done to make it 

highly challenging for us for the face. For proper implementation, our human face must 

be properly identified and not only the face of the person but it also shows the 

information about the person. 

 

Requirement: 
 

The most important challenge was to recognize a face that was trained first. Then the 

identifying face shows the person's information correctly and for this reason we need the 

appropriate face features to identify. 

 

Time scheduling: 
 

It was a difficult challenge, because this is the main task that will be completed in our 

project. If we are unable to complete the time it will be a big hurdle for us. So, we will 

share our time and project work to complete the entire project to complete all the work. 

 

Poor Communication: 
 

In order to fulfill our project, we have encountered various problems and every time we 

discussed our problems with our supervisor. He has given the right decision to complete 

our project correctly. 

 

Skills for the Project: 
 

A project sometimes requires skills that require the project. So, we needed some skill and 

we achieved that skill to complete our project and we discussed all the issues and decided 

to do the right thing. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

The previous section illustrates various techniques and methods of identification and 

recognition of the face. Each category of process performs well in specific criteria and has 

difficulty as well. The precision and accuracy levels are still too far in the system. The 

following areas are offered visual observation for identity and recognition systems. 

 

 

3.2 Methodology 
 

A challenging task to provide a powerful system that needs situations in the most prevalent 

situations in the past. The pictures will be scanned by the scanner and stored in the database. 

Again, the images will be scanned and stored in the database. Now two pictures of the same 

candidate will be stored in the database. 

 

The first step is to select the desired images from the database, then identify the face of 

each image in the next step to compare them. The next step is to identify that picture as the 

same candidate or not. 
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                 Figure 3.2: Structure of Human Face Recognition System with OpenCV 
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The pseudo-code for PCA is as follows:         
 

Set image resolution parameter 

Set PCA dimensionality parameter  

Read training images ();         

From training data matrix  

Calculate PCA transformation matrix ();          

Calculate feature vectors of all training images using matrix ();       

Matrix= training feature vectors;       

Read test faces (); 

 for (each test face do) 

{ 

 calculate the feature (); 

 consider the distances between test feature vector and all training vectors (); 

 depot the distances together with the training class labels (); 

error + +;  

// using the distance data, determine the person id of the most similar training vector 

 If (the found id is not equal to the id of the test image) 

 error count++; 

else 

{ 

 output the correct recognition accuracy: 

(1-(error count/total test image count)) *100 

} 
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3.3 Data Flow Model: 

 

 

 
 

         Figure 3.3: Data Flow Diagram for Face Recognition Using Image Processing 

 

 

Description: 
 

The data flow model actually shows the flow of data and its movements inside the system 

to database to system. 

 

Here the faces taken by the cameras sending to the system. And the system can be used to 

add or delete new user data. And those data flow to the data base. Next time those data use 

to recognize the face and shows the id of the user in monitor if known. 
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3.4 Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

               Figure 3.4: Activity Diagram for Face Recognition Using Image Processing 

 

 

Description: 
 

The activity diagram represents the insider working methodology of the system. When the 

system starts and it start collecting data it tries to match taken faces with the Database 

Using Haar Cascade classifier. Then the system highlights the face with proper tagline and 

start creating activity history for the face. 
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3.5 ER Diagram 

 

 

 

                  Figure 3.5: ER Diagram for Face Recognition Using Image Processing 

 

Description: 
 

The entity relationship diagram creates the link among the system and database. 
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3.6 Use Case Model 

 

 

 

                 Figure 3.6: Use Case Model for Face Recognition Using Image Processing 

 

Description: 
 

Use case model is a representational view for user. A user means the admin can only use 

the system to add or delete user from the database. But the user must need to add his login 

id and login password to enter into the system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

 

4.1 Front-end Design 

 

                                  

 Figure 4.1: Front-End Design 

 

The admin will give the user a user id.in future the user id can be auto generated by the 

system. It’s a matter of time. The user Id will be need to specify or it will be the unique 

identification for the user. 

 

And also, admin have to take multiple photos (almost 200 and the number can be changed). 

frontal face, nose, lip, cat face etc. will be the input for the machine. 
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Figure 4.2: Sample Code of Front-End Design 
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Python 
 

In Facial recognition system we very much need a strong system than a front end or GUI 

design. So, Our Program run on terminal. User can use this system c panel. To add new 

user admin will give new id to new comers. Then the camera will take different image of 

the new object (faces). The camera will take sample of frontal face, nose, eye, lip and cat 

face etc. 

 

 

4.2 Back-end Design 
 

In back-end I did my coding part, python make me able to call open CV and process those 

image that capture by live CCTV footage. Those footage was capture with help of a camera 

and my python code make me allow to take those camera footages under same  

Network. 
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Figure 4.3: Database Sample of Face Recognition 

 

Python create a frame of camera feed. And also, python code shows live result from the 

analyzing data and the information about the object stored in my data base 
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4.3 Camera Frame and Result 
 

 

 

                               Figure 4.4: Recognizing Face with Face Recognition System 

 

4.3.1 Camera Frame and Result (Unknown) 

 

     

 

 

 

 

                          Figure 4.5: Recognizing Unknown Face with Face Recognition System 
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4.4 Implementation Requirements 
 

When I started with this kind of project it was a very new content to me.it seems too much 

challenging and it actually was! 

 

We just want to make a project that can be very easy to use and very light in weight. 

For that we just need the cameras under same WIFI network. 

 

User have to put the IP address of those cameras and the system will automatically starts 

its work. But the database needs proper guidance because the redundant data should make 

the DB heavier. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

 

5.1 Implementation of Database 
 

The system just saves the entry of people in text file for initial purpose, but My SQL can 

be used for further requirement. 

 

 

 

                                              Figure 5.1: Data Entrance of User 
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                                                           Figure 5.2: Data Set in Gray Scale 

 

 

5.2 User Registration from Page 
 

The entry for the new user is very easy. The admin just has to put the user details by hand 

and the user just have to sit behind the registration camera (the camera that will only use 

for registration purpose). 

 

                               

 

                               Figure 5.3: Training data for Machine Learning 
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5.3 The Trainer 
 

Thee job of the trainer is to create the YML file. YML is the file that contain all face matrix. 

The face matrix is used to match the faces in front of the CCTV camera. 

 

 

 

                                                        Figure 5.4: Data Matrix of Given data set 
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5.4 Testing Implementation 
 

The testing of the implemented system was very interesting. We try different faces and also 

similar faces to crack the system or find the weakness of the system. Though the system 

takes almost 300 pictures for one person or face it give a fantastic result. It can recognize 

different person at a time. multiple face and known face in one frame. It can do several 

operations with the footage. It can do- 

 

 Recognize face

 Give name to the face 

 It shown unknown and red mark to unknown person

 Save the name in front of the camera

 Entry time of the user

 Add new user

 Update user profile

 Delete the person from database

 

5.4.1 Acceptance Testing  

The test case was far better from other recognition software.it can recognize more faster 

than others. 

 

5.5 Test Results and Reports 

Everything is in testing result is positive. Here needs more work with the GUI to create 

more user interaction. 

 

5.5.1 System Testing  

The whole particle of the system was tested properly. Now the beta version of the software 

will provide to some beta developer for their feedback. 

 

5.5.2 User Acceptance Testing 

The beta testing was very appreciative. And user accept the system very easily. And give 

very positive feedback. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCULASION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The system that was implemented in this project was selected after extensive research, and 

successful test results ensured that the choices made by the developers were reliable. Due 

to a limited number of eigen faces used for PCA transformation, there was no recognition 

accuracy of approximately 89.6% in the human face recognition system. In this 

experimental test the system was tested under very strong conditions and it has been 

implemented that real-world performance is more accurate. Fully frontal view face 

recognition system displays virtually perfect accuracy and developers are not required to 

work more in this area. Face recognition system will be used more for security detection 

because they provide better performance on other protection systems. The human face 

recognition system is a step forward by progressive criminals, beneficial by world law 

enforcement and trial solutions. It is also necessary in Homeland Defense, to protect the 

identities of known or unknown people. It is adequate in safety and security at the airport 

and other transport terminals. Human face recognition systems, immigration and customs 

can improve staff performance. Financial services industry stands around security 

concepts. Human Face Recognition System, Financial Services can increase the security 

of the industry, reduce fraud and administrative costs to deal with forgotten passwords, can 

save time and money for both organizations. In addition, the biometric access control unit 

can protect the vault, the teller area and the safety deposit boxes to protect against theft. 

The use of biometrics can ensure that confidential confidentiality is maintained, especially 

when it detects identity theft as related to ATM terminals and card-no-current e-commerce 

transactions. It can analyze scenes from streaming or archived videos, "search" for common 

events, presence of certain cars, certain faces, etc. It is beneficial and can save significant 

time and money for people (such as checking a bank's security in a criminal investigation) 

who spend hours, days or weeks monitoring video streams. 
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6.2 Scope for Further Developments 

 

We have done some work and we will continue this project. For example – 

 

 Gorgeous looking user interface

 Traffic control system 

 Develop Recognition system

 Enhance the capability of accuracy
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APPENDIX 
 

Appendix A: Project Reflection: 
 

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a role in the implementation of the project. This 

is very challenging for us to complete this project because we have done this project 

correctly. Every study, thinking, design, change, developing, adding new things is very 

difficult for us but it is a very good experience for us. We already know how to control the 

whole course pressure. We have had experience working with our team, we have completed 

a lot of projects for the final semester, but we have decided to do something new for this 

project and fully learned how we can work under stress. 

 

How to analyze the experience, how to make the right plan, how to think about the solution, 

how to solve a graphical user interface solution, how to apply the time, how to prevent the 

problem of applying the face application, how to analyze its experience. The necessary 

extensive effort was finally a good idea. Time started flying and we still did a lot and 

managed to help others on the way to the end of having a real policy. 

 

 

Appendix B: Related Issues: 
 

Collecting images for our project we had to go to our classroom to capture the images of 

our friends. We had to our friends a while to let them understand the problem and 

importance of the study. They were very friendly and helpfully though to help us. 

 

We had to learn a lot of new algorithms and strategies to make our ideas and research work 

effective. Variation of the image backgrounds and quality of the images with lighting effect 

were challenging to recognize and reduce the changes in results hereby. 
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